Minor Courses
(18 credits of minor courses are selected from the following groups.)
1. Chinese Language
ALC 211
Chinese for Communication I
3(2-2-5)
ALC 212
Chinese for Communication II
3(2-2-5)
ALC 313
Chinese for Communication III
3(2-2-5)
ALC 314
Chinese for Business
3(2-2-5)
ALC 415
Chinese for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
ALC 416
Contemporary Chinese Culture
3(3-0-6)
(*Students may take these courses at any foreign universities that have cooperative
agreements with Srinakharinwirot University and are responsible for their own expenses.)
2. Korean Language
ALC 221
Korean for Communication I
3(2-2-5)
ALC 222
Korean for Communication II
3(2-2-5)
ALC 323
Korean for Communication III
3(2-2-5)
ALC 324
Korean for Business
3(2-2-5)
ALC 425
Korean for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
ALC 426
Contemporary Korean Culture
3(3-0-6)
(*Students may take these courses at any foreign universities that have cooperative
agreements with Srinakharinwirot University and are responsible for their own expenses.)
3. Japanese Language
ALC 231
Japanese for Communication I
3(2-2-5)
ALC 232
Japanese for Communication II
3(2-2-5)
ALC 333
Japanese for Communication III
3(2-2-5)
ALC 334
Japanese for Business
3(2-2-5)
ALC 435
Japanese for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
ALC 436
Contemporary Japanese Culture
3(3-0-6)
(*Students may take these courses at any foreign universities that have cooperative
agreements with Srinakharinwirot University and are responsible for their own expenses.)
4. Khmer Language
ALC 241
Khmer for Communication I
3(2-2-5)
ALC 242
Khmer for Communication II
3(2-2-5)
ALC 343
Khmer for Communication III
3(2-2-5)
ALC 344
Khmer for Business
3(2-2-5)
ALC 445
Khmer for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
ALC 446
Contemporary Khmer Culture
3(3-0-6)
(*Students may take these courses at any foreign universities that have cooperative
agreements with Srinakharinwirot University and are responsible for their own expenses.)
5. Vietnamese Language
ALC 251
Vietnamese for Communication I
ALC 252
Vietnamese for Communication II
ALC 353
Vietnamese for Communication III
ALC 354
Vietnamese for Business
ALC 455
Vietnamese for Hospitality Management
ALC 456
Contemporary Vietnamese Culture

3(2-2-5)
3(2-2-5)
3(2-2-5)
3(2-2-5)
3(2-2-5)
3(3-0-6)

(*Students may take these courses at any foreign universities that have cooperative
agreements with Srinakharinwirot University and are responsible for their own expenses.)

6. French Language
WLC 261
French Communication I
3(2-2-5)
WLC 262
French Communication II
3(2-2-5)
WLC 363
French Communication III
3(2-2-5)
WLC 364
French for Business
3(2-2-5)
WLC 465
French for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
WLC 466
Contemporary French Culture
3(3-0-6)
(*Students may take these courses at any foreign universities that have cooperative
agreements with Srinakharinwirot University and are responsible for their own expenses.)
7. German Language
WLC 271
German Communication I
WLC 272
German Communication II
WLC 373
German Communication III
WLC 374
German for Business
WLC 475
German for Hospitality Management
WLC 476
Contemporary German Culture

3(2-2-5)
3(2-2-5)
3(2-2-5)
3(2-2-5)
3(2-2-5)
3(3-0-6)

(*Students may take these courses at any foreign universities that have cooperative agreements with
Srinakharinwirot University and are responsible for their own expenses.)

Course Descriptions
1. Chinese Language
ALC 211
Chinese for Communication I
3(2-2-5)
Study of Chinese for communication including basic sentence patterns as well as an
introduction to Pinyin. Students will learn how to use Chinese in real life as they discuss
every day.
ALC 212
Chinese for Communication II
3(2-2-5)
Study of Chinese conversation in daily life situations focusing on the use of
vocabulary, sentence structures, registers, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the Chinese
social context.
ALC 313
Chinese for Communication III
3(2-2-5)
Study of and practice in advanced Chinese conversation, discussing various topics
concerning current situations. Emphasis on the use of vocabulary, expressions, sentence
patterns including tone, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the Chinese social context.
Way to convey message and expression.
ALC 314
Chinese for Business
3(2-2-5)
Study of Chinese vocabularies and idioms with communicative skills in business
related situations in advertisement, import - export, commerce, telecommunication and
psychology of doing business in China.
ALC 415
Chinese for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
Study of Chinese vocabularies and idioms which are related to service, airline
business and hotel tourism management.
ALC 416
Contemporary Chinese Culture
3(3-0-6)
Study of the basic knowledge of China in present, geography, daily life, tradition,
religious beliefs, cultures, education, and politics including comparative analysis with culture.

2. Korean Language
ALC 221
Korean for Communication I
3(2-2-5)
Study of Korean for communication including basic sentence patterns as well as an
introduction to Korean characters. Students will learn how to use Korean in real life as they
discuss every day.
ALC 222
Korean for Communication II
3(2-2-5)
Study of Korean conversation in daily life situations focusing on the use of
vocabulary, sentence structures, registers, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the Korean
social context.
ALC 323
Korean for Communication III
3(2-2-5)
Study of and practice in advanced Korean conversation, discussing various topics
concerning current situations. Emphasis on the use of vocabulary, expressions, sentence
patterns including tone, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the Korean social context.
Way to convey message and expression.
ALC 324
Korean for Business
3(2-2-5)
Study of Korean vocabularies and idioms with communicative skills in business
related situations in advertisement, import - export, commerce, telecommunication and
psychology of doing business in Korea.
ALC 425
Korean for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
Study of Korean vocabularies and idioms which are related to service, airline business
and hotel tourism management.
ALC 426
Contemporary Korean Culture
3(3-0-6)
Study of the basic knowledge of Korea in present, geography, daily life, tradition,
religious beliefs, cultures, education, and politics including comparative analysis with culture.

3. Japanese Language
ALC 231
Japanese for Communication I
3(2-2-5)
Study of Japanese for communication including basic sentence patterns as well as an
introduction to Japanese characters. Students will learn how to use Japanese in real life as
they discuss every day.
ALC 232
Japanese for Communication II
3(2-2-5)
Study of Japanese conversation in daily life situations focusing on the use of
vocabulary, sentence structures, registers, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the
Japanese social context.
ALC 333
Japanese for Communication III
3(2-2-5)
Study of and practice in advanced Japanese conversation, discussing various topics
concerning current situations. Emphasis on the use of vocabulary, expressions, sentence
patterns including tone, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the Korean social context.
Way to convey message and expression.
ALC 334
Japanese for Business
3(2-2-5)
Study of Japanese vocabularies and idioms with communicative skills in business
related situations in advertisement, import - export, commerce, telecommunication and
psychology of doing business in Japan.
ALC 435
Japanese for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
Study of Japanese vocabularies and idioms which are related to service, airline
business and hotel tourism management.
ALC 436
Contemporary Japanese Culture
3(3-0-6)
Study of the basic knowledge of Japan in present, geography, daily life, tradition,
religious beliefs, cultures, education, and politics including comparative analysis with culture.

4. Khmer Language
ALC 241
Khmer for Communication I
3(2-2-5)
Study of Khmer for communication including basic sentence patterns as well as an
introduction to Khmer alphabet. Students will learn how to use Khmer in real life as they
discuss every day.
ALC 242
Khmer for Communication II
3(2-2-5)
Study of Khmer conversation in daily life situations focusing on the use of
vocabulary, sentence structures, registers, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the Khmer
social context.
ALC 343
Khmer for Communication III
3(2-2-5)
Study of and practice in advanced Khmer conversation, discussing various topics
concerning current situations. Emphasis on the use of vocabulary, expressions, sentence
patterns including tone, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the Khmer social context.
Way to convey message and expression.
ALC 344
Khmer for Business
3(2-2-5)
Study of Khmer vocabularies and idioms with communicative skills in business
related situations in advertisement, import - export, commerce, telecommunication and
psychology of doing business in Cambodia.
ALC 445
Khmer for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
Study of Khmer vocabularies and idioms in which related to service, airline business
and hotel tourism management.
ALC 446
Contemporary Khmer Culture
3(3-0-6)
Study of the basic knowledge of Cambodia in present, geography, daily life, tradition,
religious beliefs, cultures, education, and politics including comparative analysis with culture.

5. Vietnamese Language
ALC 251
Vietnamese for Communication I
3(2-2-5)
Study of Vietnamese for communication including basic sentence patterns as well as
an introduction to Vietnamese alphabet. Students will learn how to use Vietnamese in real
life as they discuss every day.
ALC 252
Vietnamese for Communication II
3(2-2-5)
Study of Vietnamese conversation in daily life situations. Focus on the use of
vocabulary, sentence structures, registers, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the
Vietnamese social context.
ALC 353
Vietnamese for Communication III
3(2-2-5)
Study of and practice in advanced Vietnamese conversation, discussing various topics
concerning current situations. Emphasis on the use of vocabulary, expressions, sentence
patterns including tone, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the Vietnamese social
context. Way to convey message and expression.
ALC 354
Vietnamese for Business
3(2-2-5)
Study of Vietnamese vocabularies and idioms with communicative skills in business
related situations in advertisement, import - export, commerce, telecommunication and
psychology of doing business in Vietnam.
ALC 455
Vietnamese for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
Study of Vietnamese vocabularies and idioms which are related to service, airline
business and hotel tourism management.
ALC 456
Contemporary Vietnamese Culture
3(3-0-6)
Study of the basic knowledge of Vietnam in present, geography, daily life, tradition,
religious beliefs, cultures, education, and politics including comparative analysis with culture.

6. French Language
WLC 261

French Communication I

3(2-2-5)

Study of French for communication including basic sentence patterns as well as an
introduction to French alphabet. Students will learn how to use French in real life as they
discuss every day.
WLC 262

French Communication II

3(2-2-5)

Study of French conversation in daily life situations focusing on the use of vocabulary,
sentence structures, registers, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the French social
context.
WLC 363

French Communication III

3(2-2-5)

Study of and practice in advanced French conversation, discussing various topics
concerning current situations. Emphasis on the use of vocabulary, expressions, sentence
patterns including tone, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the French social context.
Way to convey message and expression.
WLC 364
French for Business
3(2-2-5)
Study of French vocabularies and idioms with communicative skills in business
related situations in advertisement, import - export, commerce, telecommunication and
psychology of doing business in France.
WLC 465
French for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
Study of French vocabularies and idioms which are related to service, airline business
and hotel tourism management.
WLC 466
Contemporary French Culture
3(3-0-6)
Study of the basic knowledge of France in present, geography, daily life, tradition,
religious beliefs, cultures, education, and politics including comparative analysis with culture.

7. German Language
WLC 271

German Communication I

3(2-2-5)

Study of German for communication including basic sentence patterns as well as an
introduction to German alphabet. Students will learn how to use German in real life as they
discuss every day.
WLC 272

German Communication II

3(2-2-5)

Study of German conversation in daily life situations focusing on the use of
vocabulary, sentence structures, registers, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the German
social context.
WLC 373

German Communication III

3(2-2-5)

Study of and practice in advanced German conversation, discussing various topics
concerning current situations. Emphasis on the use of vocabulary, expressions, sentence
patterns including tone, and non-verbal behavior appropriate to the German social context.
Way to convey message and expression.
WLC 374
German for Business
3(2-2-5)
Study of German vocabularies and idioms with communicative skills in business
related situations in advertisement, import - export, commerce, telecommunication and
psychology of doing business in Germany.
WLC 475
German for Hospitality Management
3(2-2-5)
Study of German vocabularies and idioms which are related to service, airline
business and hotel tourism management.
WLC 476
Contemporary German Culture
3(3-0-6)
Study of the basic knowledge of Germany in present, geography, daily life, tradition,
religious beliefs, cultures, education, and politics including comparative analysis with culture.

